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Abstract
Power system operation has changed significantly in the last several decades. Factors such as
renewable energy integration and deregulation are major contributors to this change. In response,
today’s power grid requires supplemental simulation techniques to ensure stable and reliable
operation. One supplemental simulation technique includes a simulation tool that encompasses
system dynamics of multiple time frames. This thesis proposes initial research of a power system
simulation tool, Adaptive Modeling Framework (AMF), capable of modeling multiple dynamic
characteristics including slow dynamics, such as transient stability, as well as long term
dynamics (LTD), such as frequency regulation or voltage stability. Each power system
characteristic is modeled separately as its own simulation framework with specific models.
However, AMF can transition between these frameworks based on user parameters with the
intention of using models appropriate for system conditions.

Keywords: power system simulation, power system modeling, transient stability, long term
dynamics, frequency regulation
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1. Introduction
The bulk electric power system has recently seen paradigm shifts in both operation and
production practices to meet the demand of the electrical load. Specifically, the large scale
integration of renewable power and a deregulated power market have combined to cause new
challenges. Transmission planning engineers are tasked with ensuring stable and reliable
operation of the grid even with these added constraints. Different types of studies must be
conducted including power flow analysis, fault analysis, voltage stability, transient stability,
frequency regulation, etc. to ensure the grid can operate accordingly. While each subject must be
studied for grid operation, the modeling frameworks for each are not equal. The following
research proposes a modeling approach in which power system dynamics of multiple time
frames can be studied in one simulation tool.

1.1.

Thesis Organization

In Chapter 2 different scales of power system dynamics and the industry’s current
practices are discussed. Chapter 3 discusses the theory involved in the modeling approach.
Chapter 4 gives example simulations intended to validate this modeling approach. Chapter 5
describes areas of further research that are specific to this modeling approach.

2

2. Current Industry Practices
Power system dynamics can be broadly classified into three time scales. “Fast” dynamics
are the subject of, for example, fault and lightning studies. Voltages and currents are typically
represented in the time domain for studies involving fast dynamics. The simulation framework is
commonly referred to as electromagnetic transient (EMT) simulation. Simulation of
electromagnetic transients in power systems is useful for studying subjects such as the
determination of component ratings, the design and optimization process for protection systems,
and for analyzing power systems in general [26].
Slower dynamics associated with synchronous generators consist of modeling rotor angle
stability referred to as transient stability analysis (TSA). TSA is the study of a synchronous
machine’s ability to maintain synchronism with the rest of the grid after some event [22].
Different types of events, or contingencies, are studied including loss of generation, loss of load,
line switching, and fault conditions. When performing TSA studies to determine the severity of
electromechanical transients we do not need the resolution and complexity required for EMT
studies. TSA studies are performed using positive sequence voltage and current phasors.
Lastly, the steady-state analysis of a power system does not use a dynamic simulation
framework at all. A steady-state, or load flow, analysis is a computation of system parameters
using a nonlinear solving method. Load flow studies are conducted in the phasor domain and
assume balanced system conditions. A load flow analysis works to ensure that the generation of
electrical power supplies the electrical load plus any line losses, bus voltage magnitudes remain
close to rated values, generators operate within their real and reactive power limits, and system
components such as transmission lines and transformers are not overloaded [16].

3
The three study frameworks described above have served the industry well for decades.
The industry is now, however, facing new challenges related to the integration of renewable
resources and deregulation or, more specifically, the decoupling of economic incentives for
power-plant owners and transmission owners/providers. Transmission grid operators are
witnessing changes in frequency response characteristics of our bulk interconnected grids [25].
Other challenges relate to ensuring adequate spinning reserves and to monitoring whether
promised reserves are actually on line [23], [32]. The industry is trying to more effectively
manage reactive resources and to monitor compliance with interconnection agreements related to
reactive resources [9], [28]. All of the described challenges relate to questions of power system
dynamics, however, in a slower time frame than what is practical to achieve in the transient
stability framework. This work describes initial research conducted to meet the industry need of
a new approach to model slower dynamics.
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3. Adaptive Modeling Framework
The task of modeling the power system in significantly different time scales is
approached as using one simulation environment with different modeling methods for the
appropriate conditions. This modeling technique is defined as Adaptive Modeling Framework
(AMF). The analysis procedure begins with models appropriate for TSA simulation. These
complex transient stability models can be replaced with models more appropriate for long-term
dynamics (LTD) based on system conditions. The models appropriate for long-term simulation
are often less complex and can be accurately solved with less computational effort. This is a key
component to conducting simulation of extended periods of time. These qualities of AMF are a
desirable addition to power system modeling.
As the footprint of renewable energy continues to grow, the transmission grid operator’s
responsibility of frequency regulation will be an increasingly difficult task. Frequency regulation
analysis (FRA) studies must be conducted to analyze how renewable energy affects the way
traditional generation regulate grid frequency. AMF gives the user the ability to simulate
frequency regulation on the order of tens of minutes, rather than tens of seconds when
conducting TSA. This research focuses on FRA, one field of LTD in power system, and the
modeling approach required for study. The intention of using AMF for an FRA study is to
analyze how the primary and secondary frequency controls of a synchronous machine respond to
system disturbances. However, the focus on FRA within this research in no way limits the ability
of AMF to accommodate the study of other long term dynamic subjects. This chapter explains
how a simulation is conducted when using AMF to study LTD.
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3.1.

Transient Stability

When conducting a simulation using AMF, the power system will initially be modeled
using TSA. An AMF study will determine whether the TSA or LTD framework is the
appropriate modeling framework throughout the simulation. TSA framework is used to study
significant system events in which electromechanical interactions need to be analyzed. The
following section describes the TSA framework. The subject of TSA is assumed to be well
understood, and, therefore, great detail is not used to describe TSA. Other references are
available for a deeper understanding of transient stability simulations such as [1], [20]. Figure 1
shows a diagram of how AMF’s TSA framework proceeds within the simulation environment.
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Start TSA Simulation

Initialization

Yes
Is a contingency
being simulated?

Make the
appropriate
adjustments to the
admittance matrices

No

Model calculations

Network solution

Integrate differential
equations

No
Increment time

Has simulation
ended?
Yes

End TSA Simulation

Figure 1: Flow diagram of a transient stability simulation.

3.1.1. Initialization
3.1.1.1.

State Variables

Generator components, such as machines, excitation systems, power system stabilizers
(PSS), governors, etc, use dynamic models to describe their behavior. Dynamic models require
inputs to solve for the associated output. Each dynamic model is modeled by a set of differential
equations. There may be multiple differential equations that are used to describe a dynamic
model. The general form of a differential equation, 𝑥 , is

7
𝑥 = 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑢, 𝑡)

(1)

where f represents a function of states variables, x, static variables, u, and time, t. State variables
describe the behavior of the dynamic model. The static variables describe the inputs and/or
outputs of the dynamic model. The results from a solved power flow solution are used to
initialize the state variables of each dynamic model. A solved power flow solution implies the
power system is operating at steady state. A steady state operating condition means that the state
derivatives, 𝑥 , are zero. The state variables of (1) can be solved for by setting (1) equal to zero
as in
0 = 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑢, 𝑡)

(2)

where t is fixed. Equation (2) is an algebraic equation that can be solved for the unknown state
variables. The required static variables needed to solve (2) are obtained from the power flow
solution. The block diagram of a dynamic model is used to determine which variables are needed
in order to solve (2) for the unknown state variables.
3.1.1.2.

Generator

Generator terminal voltage and current are assigned based on results from the full power
flow solution. From these values and generator parameters, rotor angles, and internal machine
voltage can be calculated. The initialization of classical and sub-transient machine models are
considered here. However, there are other machine models used in TSA. If a generator is being
modeled as a classical machine the rotor angle, δ, is initialized as
𝛿 = ∠ 𝑉𝑇 + 𝑗𝑋 ′ 𝑑 𝐼

(3)

where VT is the generator terminal voltage phasor, X’d is the direct transient reactance of the
generator, and I is the generator current phasor. The machine’s internal transient voltage, E’, is
initialized as

8
𝐸 ′ = 𝑉𝑇 + 𝑗𝑋 ′ 𝑑 𝐼

(4)

If a generator is being modeled as a sub-transient machine the rotor angle is initialized as
𝛿 = ∠ 𝑉𝑇 + 𝐼(𝑅𝑎 + 𝑗𝑋𝑞 )

(5)

where Ra is the armature resistance of the generator and Xq is the quadrature synchronous
reactance of the generator. The machine’s internal sub-transient voltage, E’’, is initialized as
𝐸 ′′ = 𝑉𝑑𝑞 + 𝐼𝑑𝑞 (𝑅𝑎 + 𝑗𝑋 ′′ 𝑑 )

(6)

where Vdq is the generator terminal voltage phasor transformed to the D-Q reference frame, Idq is
the generator current phasor transformed to the D-Q reference frame, and X’’d is the direct subtransient reactance of the generator. After determining a machine’s rotor angle and internal
voltage, along with machine parameters, state variables required to initialize transient stability
models can be derived.
The d-q transformation is
𝐴𝑑𝑞 = 𝐴1 𝑗𝑒 −𝑗𝛿

(7)

where Adq is the argument in the D-Q reference frame which includes direct and quadrature axis,
and A1 is the argument in the positive sequence system reference frame. The system is assumed
to be balanced. The D-Q transformation, or Park’s transformation, is used when modeling subtransient generator models because the generator reactances, such as self and mutual inductance
from each phase winding, are constant in time when modeled in the D-Q reference frame rather
than in the system reference frame. More information on Park’s transformation can be found in
[29].
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3.1.1.3.

Exciter

Whether or not a machine has an excitation system modeled, the field voltage, Efd,
required to achieve a particular terminal voltage magnitude must be calculated. If a generator is
modeled as a classical generator the field voltage is initialized as
𝐸𝑓𝑑 = 𝑉𝑇 + 𝑗𝑋𝑑 𝐼

(8)

where Xd is the direct synchronous reactance.
If a generator is modeled as a sub-transient generator the field voltage is initialized as
𝐸𝑓𝑑 = 𝑉𝑞 + 𝑅𝑎 𝐼𝑞 + 𝑋𝑑 𝐼𝑑

(9)

where Vq is the imaginary quantity of the phasor Vdq, Iq is the imaginary quantity of the phasor

Idq, and Id is the real quantity of the phasor Idq. After determining the initial field voltage of a
generator, along with exciter parameters, state variables required to initialize exciter models can
be derived.
3.1.1.4.

Governor

Like an exciter, the mechanical power of a machine must be defined whether or not it is
modeled with a governor. If a generator is modeled as a classical machine, the mechanical
power, Pm, is initialized as
𝑃𝑚 = 𝑃𝑒

(10)

where Pe is the real power output of a generator obtained from the power flow data.
If a generator is modeled as sub-transient machine, the mechanical power is initialized as
𝑃𝑚 = 𝑃𝑒 + 𝐼 2 𝑅𝑎

(11)

After determining the initial mechanical power of a generator, along with governor parameters,
state variables required to initialize governor models can be derived.
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3.1.2. Dynamic Model Calculations
The dynamic model calculations are the first calculations made in the TSA loop of
Figure 1. For every time step in TSA each dynamic model output must be calculated. The
outputs of dynamics models are functions of their input variables and state variables. Examples
of outputs at time step t from dynamic models are internal voltage, E(t), from the machine
model, field voltage, Efd(t), from the exciter model, mechanical power, Pm(t), from the governor
model, etc. The results from the dynamic models are used to solve the network solution and to
integrate the state variables.
3.1.3. Network Solution for TSA
The dynamic models that describe the operation of a synchronous generator interfaced to
the rest of the system network through an equivalent circuit are shown in Figure 2. From Figure
2, the ith synchronous generator, connected at Bus N, injects current, Ii, as a result of differences
between the generator’s internal voltage, Ei, and terminal voltage, VT,i, through the generator’s
interconnecting impedance, Ri+jXi. The internal voltage is the output of the machine model for
the synchronous generator. The machine model also dictates the makeup of the generator’s
interconnecting impedance. A generator’s interconnecting admittance is the admittance between
the innermost winding of the stator and the terminals of the generator. The generator
interconnecting admittance, Yinter, for a classical machine model is
𝑌𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 =

1
𝑗𝑋 ′ 𝑑

(12)

The generator interconnecting admittance for a sub-transient machine model is
𝑌𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 =

1
𝑅𝑎 + 𝑗𝑋 " 𝑑

(13)

11

Figure 2: Synchronous generator equivalent circuit.

The Network Solution block shown in Figure 1 involves solving for generator terminal
voltage and the current injection shown in Figure 2. This research modeled all loads as constant
impedances to simplify the calculations of the network solution. Using Ohm’s Law and
Kirchhoff’s Current Law the network solution for the TSA framework is
𝑌𝑇𝑆𝐴,𝐴
0
=
𝐼
𝑌𝑇𝑆𝐴,𝐵 𝑇

𝑌𝑇𝑆𝐴,𝐵
𝑌𝑇𝑆𝐴,𝐶

𝑉
𝐸

(14)

where I is an Mx1 vector of current phasors for each synchronous generator, where M is the
number of synchronous generators in the system, YTSA are modified admittance matrices for TSA,

V is an Nx1 vector of voltage phasors for each bus in the system, where N is the number of buses
in the system, and E is an Mx1 vector of internal voltage phasors for each synchronous generator.
As the modified admittance matrices are explained the variables kX and lX are used to describe the
rows and columns, respectfully, of matrix X, where X is the TSA modified admittance matrix A,

B, or C. The modified admittance matrix YTSA,A, an NxN matrix, is
𝑌𝑇𝑆𝐴,𝐴 = 𝑌𝑏𝑢𝑠 + 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑔(𝑌𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 ) + 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑔(𝑌𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 )

(15)

where Ybus is the system admittance matrix which is an NxN matrix of admittances between each
bus, Yinter, is an Nx1 vector of the interconnecting admittances for each synchronous generator at
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the Nth bus described by the circuit in Figure 2, and Yload is an Nx1 a vector of load admittances
at the Nth bus. The system admittance matrix, Ybus, is a matrix of transmission line, or network,
admittances used to compute both the power flow solution as well as dynamic calculations. The
system admittance matrix is

𝑌𝑏𝑢𝑠

𝑌11
𝑌21
=
⋮
𝑌𝑁1

𝑌12
𝑌22
⋮
𝑌𝑁2

⋯ 𝑌1𝑁
… 𝑌2𝑁
⋱
⋮
⋯ 𝑌𝑁𝑁

(16)

where the diagonal elements, Ybus(g,h) , where g is equal to h, are computed as the sum of all
network admittances connected at bus g. The off-diagonal elements, Ybus(g,h) , where g is not
equal to h, are computed as the negative network admittance connected between bus g and bus h
[16]. The elements of Yload(g,1), are the load admittances connected to the gth bus. The load
admittance at bus N, Yload,N, is
𝑌𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 ,𝑁 =

(𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 ,𝑁 + 𝑗𝑄𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 ,𝑁 )∗
𝑉𝑁,0

2

(17)

where Pload,N and Qload,N are the real and reactive power loads, respectfully, from the power flow
data, and VN,0 is the initial bus voltage at bus N from the power flow solution [16]. The modified
admittance matrix YLTD,B is an NxM matrix. The admittance values of YLTD,B(kB,lB) are the
negative interconnecting admittance if the IBth generator is connented to the kBth bus. If the kBth
generator is not connected to the IBth bus, then YLTD,B(kB,lB) is equal to zero. The modified
admittance matrix YLTD,C is an MxM matrix. The diagonal elements of YLTD,C(kB,lB), where kB is
equal to lB, are the interconnecting admittances of the kBth generator. The off diagonal elements
of YLTD,C are zero.
When all loads in the system are modeled as constant impedances the system loads can
be reflected back to the generator terminals by solving the network solution in (14). The known
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variables of (14) are the modified admittance matrices and E. The unknown variables of (14) are

I and V. Solving (14) for V first the vector of bus voltage phasors is
𝑉 = −𝑌𝑇𝑆𝐴,𝐴 −1 𝑌𝑇𝑆𝐴,𝐵 𝐸

(18)

Then, solving (14) for I the vector of generator current injections is
𝐼 = 𝑌𝑇𝑆𝐴,𝐶 − 𝑌𝑇𝑆𝐴,𝐵 𝑇 𝑌𝑇𝑆𝐴,𝐴 −1 𝑌𝑇𝑆𝐴,𝐵 𝐸

(19)

where the superscript T symbolizes the matrix transpose. The matrix computation in (18) and
(19) can be reduced to one matrix in (20) and (21) called the recovery admittance matrix and the
reduced admittance matrix, respectively. The TSA recovery admittance matrix, YTSA,recov, an

NxM matrix, is
𝑌𝑇𝑆𝐴,𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑣 = −𝑌𝑇𝑆𝐴,𝐴 −1 𝑌𝑇𝑆𝐴,𝐵

(20)

The TSA reduced admittance matrix, YTSA,red, an MxM matrix, is
𝑌𝑇𝑆𝐴,𝑟𝑒𝑑 = 𝑌𝑇𝑆𝐴,𝐶 − 𝑌𝑇𝑆𝐴,𝐵 𝑇 𝑌𝑇𝑆𝐴,𝐴 −1 𝑌𝑇𝑆𝐴,𝐵

(21)

The network solution from (14) can be simplified to solve for V in (22) and to solve for I in (23).
The vector of system bus voltage phasors is
𝑉 = 𝑌𝑇𝑆𝐴,𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑣 𝐸

(22)

The vector of system generator current phasors is
𝐼 = 𝑌𝑇𝑆𝐴,𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝐸

(23)

3.1.4. Integrating Differential Equations
The last block in the simulation loop of Figure 1 involves integrating the differential
equations of the dynamic models. For each dynamic model used for TSA in AMF, the state
variables must be solved for the next time step, t+1. AMF simulation code uses the AdamsBashforth (AB) numerical integration method in the TSA framework to solve for state variables
at the next time step The AB numerical integration method is
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3
1
𝑥(𝑡 + 1) = 𝑥(𝑡) + 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑡) − ℎ𝑓(𝑥 − 1, 𝑡 − 1)
2
2

(24)

where x is a state variable, f is the function that describes the state variable, x, at time step t and

h is the integration step size. The AB method is an explicit numerical method [5].

3.2.

Long Term Dynamics

The intended use of AMF is to study LTD in the grid. This research focuses on FRA as
one category of LTD. FRA is studied to determine the response of frequency regulating
generation to different contingencies in the grid. An LTD study specific to FRA is based on the
block diagram shown in Figure 3. An LTD simulation begins at the time increment blocks in
Figure 3 represented by t=t+1.The block diagram includes solving for system accelerating
power, estimating the real electric power from each synchronous machine, confirming the real
power estimation based on the results from the network solution, and solving the dynamic
models specific to LTD. A fundamental assumption for simulating LTD using AMF is that all
synchronous machines are moving together at a common speed. This means that if there were
any electromechanical oscillation present in the system at an earlier time, they have been almost
completely damped out when an AMF simulation is in the LTD framework. More details about
this assumption are discussed.
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3.2.1. System Accelerating Power
When conducting an FRA study using the LTD framework described by the block
diagram in Figure 3 the system accelerating power must be calculated first. The system
accelerating power, Pacc,sys(t), at time step t is
𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑐 ,𝑠𝑦𝑠 𝑡 = 𝑃𝑚,𝑠𝑦𝑠 𝑡 − 𝑃𝑒,𝑠𝑦𝑠 𝑡 − 1 − 𝛥𝑃𝑒,𝑖𝑛𝑗 ,𝑠𝑦𝑠 (𝑡)

(25)

where Pm,sys(t) is the system mechanical power from all synchronous machines at time step t,

Pe,sys(t–1) is the system real electric power from all synchronous machines at time step t–1, and
ΔPe,inj,sys(t) is the total change in system real electric power injections from nonsynchronous
generating sources at time step t. The system mechanical power from all synchronous machines,

Pm,sys(t), at time step t is
𝑀

𝑃𝑚 ,𝑠𝑦𝑠 (𝑡) =

𝑃𝑚 ,𝑖 (𝑡)

(26)

𝑖=1

where i is the ith synchronous machine, Pm,i(t) is each synchronous machine’s mechanical power
from its turbine at time step t, and M is the total number of synchronous machines in the system.
The mechanical power of each individual synchronous machine is derived from its governor
model. The system real electric power from all synchronous machines, Pe,sys(t – 1), at the
previous time step t – 1 is
𝑀

𝑃𝑒,𝑠𝑦𝑠 (𝑡 − 1) =

𝑃𝑒,𝑖 (𝑡 − 1)

(27)

𝑖=1

where Pe,i(t – 1) is each synchronous machine’s real electric power at the previous time step

t – 1. The total change in system real electric power injections from nonsynchronous generating
sources, ΔPe,inj,sys(t), at time step t is
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𝑅

∆𝑃𝑒,𝑖𝑛𝑗 ,𝑠𝑦𝑠 (𝑡) =

∆𝑃𝑒,𝑖𝑛𝑗 ,𝑘 (𝑡)

(28)

𝑘=1

where k is the kth nonsynchronous generating source, R is the total number of nonsynchronous
generating sources in the system, and ΔPe,inj,k(t) is the change in real electric power injection
from the kth nonsynchronous generating source at time step t1.
3.2.2. Real Electric Power Estimation
Following the calculation of system accelerating power the real electric power from each
synchronous generating source can be estimated. The real electric power estimation is
determined from a machine’s governor output and the percentage of system accelerating power
assigned to that synchronous machine. The real electric power from a synchronous generating
source is only an estimate until the network solution can confirm the real electric power
estimations. The network solution for LTD is discussed in Section 3.2.3. The estimation of real
electric power, 𝑃𝑒,𝑖 , in Figure 3 is
𝑃𝑒,𝑖 = 𝑃𝑚,𝑖 (𝑡) − 𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑐 ,𝑠𝑦𝑠 (𝑡)

𝐻𝑖
𝐻𝑠𝑦𝑠

(29)

where Hi is the inertia constant of the ith synchronous machine and Hsys is the system inertia
constant. It is important to note that the real electric power estimate in (29) includes the armature
losses of the synchronous machine. The system inertia constant is
𝑀

𝐻𝑠𝑦𝑠 =

𝐻𝑖

(30)

𝑖=1

1

The total change in the system real electric power injection in (28) is described as the sum of changes in

real electric power injections from nonsynchronous generating sources. However, changes in real power loads can
equally contribute to the total change in system real electric power injection in (28). For example, see Section 3.3.6.
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An important characteristic of the estimation of real electrical power of a synchronous
generator is that the accelerating power of the system is distributed to each synchronous
generator based on the ratio of inertias, Hi to Htot. The hypothesis of distributing accelerating
power by the ratio of inertias is based on the swing equation. By using the ratio of inertias to
distribute accelerating power it can be ensured that machines with larger inertias will take a
greater percentage of the accelerating power than smaller machines.
3.2.3. Network Solution for LTD
Following the estimation of real electric power from all synchronous generators is
solving the network solution as shown in Figure 3. The network solution involves solving for all
bus voltage phasors and current phasors in the system. Both Ohm’s Law and Kirchhoff’s Current
Law are used to solve the network solution. This research modeled all loads as constant
impedances to simplify the calculations of the network solution. The network solution for the
LTD framework is
𝑌𝐿𝑇𝐷,𝐴
𝐼𝑉𝐶
=
0
𝑌𝐿𝑇𝐷,𝐵 𝑇

𝑌𝐿𝑇𝐷,𝐵
𝑌𝐿𝑇𝐷,𝐶

𝑉𝑉𝐶
𝑉𝑃𝑄

(31)

where the subscript VC refers to the system voltage controlled buses (VCB), including the slack
bus, and the subscript PQ refers to the system load buses. IVC is an Mx1 vector of current phasors
from VCB, VVC is an Mx1 vector of voltage phasors from the VCB, and VPQ is an Nx1 vector of
voltage phasors of the system load buses. As the modified admittance matrices are explained the
variables kX and lX are used describe the rows and columns, respectfully, of matrix X, where X is
the LTD modified admittance matrice A, B, or C. The modified admittance matrix YLTD,A is an

MxM matrix. The diagonal elements of YLTD,A are calculated as the sum of all admittances
connected to the Mth VCB. The off diagonal elements of YLTD,A(kA,lA), where kA does not equal

lA, are calculated as the negative admittance between the kAth VCB and the lAth VCB. The
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modified admittance matrix YLTD,B is an MxN matrix. The admittance values of YLTD,B(kB,lB) is the
admittance between the kBth VCB and the IBth load bus. The modified admittance matrix YLTD,C is
an NxN matrix. The diagonal elements of YLTD,C are calculated as the sum of all admittances
connected to the Nth load bus including the load admittance. The off diagonal elements of

YLTD,C(kC,lC), where kC does not equal lC, are calculated as the negative admittance between the
kCth load bus and the lCth load bus. When all loads in the system are modeled as constant
impedances the system loads can be reflected back to the generator terminals by solving the
network solution in (31). The known variables of (31) are the modified admittance matrices and

VVC. The unknown variables of (31) are IVC and VPQ. Solving (31) for VPQ first the vector of
system load bus voltage phasors is
𝑉𝑃𝑄 = −𝑌𝐿𝑇𝐷,𝐶 −1 𝑌𝐿𝑇𝐷,𝐵 𝑇 𝑉𝑉𝐶

(32)

where the superscript T symbolizes the matrix transpose. Then, solving (31) for IVC the vector of
voltage controlled current phasors is
𝐼𝑉𝐶 = 𝑌𝐿𝑇𝐷,𝐴 − 𝑌𝐿𝑇𝐷,𝐵 𝑌𝐿𝑇𝐷,𝐶 −1 𝑌𝐿𝑇𝐷,𝐵 𝑇 𝑉𝑉𝐶

(33)

The matrix computation in (32) and (33) can be reduced to (34) and (35) called the recovery
admittance matrix and the reduced admittance matrix, respectively. The LTD recovery
admittance matrix, YLTD,recov, an NxM matrix, is
𝑌𝐿𝑇𝐷,𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑣 = −𝑌𝐿𝑇𝐷,𝐶 −1 𝑌𝐿𝑇𝐷,𝐵 𝑇

(34)

The LTD reduced admittance matrix, YLTD,red, an MxM matrix, is
𝑌𝐿𝑇𝐷,𝑟𝑒𝑑 = 𝑌𝐿𝑇𝐷,𝐴 − 𝑌𝐿𝑇𝐷,𝐵 𝑌𝐿𝑇𝐷,𝐶 −1 𝑌𝐿𝑇𝐷,𝐵 𝑇

(35)

The network solution from (31) can be simplified to solve for VPQ in (36) and to solve for IVC in
(37). The vector of system load bus voltage phasors is
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𝑉𝑃𝑄 = 𝑌𝐿𝑇𝐷,𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑣 𝑉𝑉𝐶

(36)

The vector of voltage controlled current phasors is
𝐼𝑉𝐶 = 𝑌𝐿𝑇𝐷,𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑉𝑉𝐶

(37)

3.2.4. Reduced Power Flow Calculation
As previously stated, the known quantities of (31) are the modified admittance matrices
and the vector of VCB voltage phasors, VVC. When an AMF simulation is modeling the power
system using the LTD framework, the magnitudes of VVC are held constant for reasons discussed
in Section 3.2.6.3. The system bus angles can be adjusted to ensure system generation supplies
the system load. A power flow solution is conducted at every time step in the LTD framework to
ensure that the system bus angles correspond to the correct power transfers. The VCB voltage
phasors, VVC, of (31) are results from the power flow solution calculated while in the LTD
framework.
The power flow calculation that is made while in the LTD framework is a reduced power
flow (RPF) calculation of only generator terminal bus angles. This RPF calculation is adequate
for solving the system because generator terminal voltage magnitudes are held constant while in
the LTD framework and because the system loads are models as constant impedances. Therefore,
the system power flow equations can be reflected to the generator terminals. The rest of system
bus voltage phasors, i.e. the load buses, can be calculated from the results of the reduced power
flow solution as described by (36).
The RPF calculation is based on the power flow solution using the Newton Raphson
method described by [16]. The steps involved for solving a power flow solution described by
[16] are calculate the power mismatches, calculate the Jacobian matrix, calculate the changes in
bus voltage angles and magnitudes, and the solve for the new bus voltage angles and magnitudes.
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The power mismatches for the RPF do not depend on the reactive electric power mismatches.
The real electric power mismatch, Pmis,i, for the ith generator is
𝑃𝑚𝑖𝑠 ,𝑖 = 𝑃𝑒,𝑖 − 𝑃𝑒,𝑖 (𝑥)

(38)

where 𝑃𝑒,𝑖 is the real electric power estimate from (29) minus machine armature losses and
𝑃𝑒,𝑖 (𝑥) is the real electric power calculation at the xth iteration of the RPF calculation. The

armature losses must be subtracted from the real electric power estimate of (29) because 𝑃𝑒,𝑖 is
calculated at the shaft of the machine, not the terminals of the machine. By subtracting the
machine armature losses, the RPF can calculate the real electric power at the terminals of each
generator. The subtraction of armature losses from the real power estimates is shown in Figure 3.
The real electric power calculation at iteration x, 𝑃𝑒,𝑖 (𝑥) , of the RPF calculation is
𝑀

𝑃𝑒,𝑖 (𝑥) = 𝑉𝑖

𝑌𝐿𝑇𝐷,𝑟𝑒𝑑 ,𝑖,𝑚 𝑉𝑚 cos 𝛿𝑖 − 𝛿𝑚 − 𝜃𝑖,𝑚

(39)

𝑚 =1

where |Vi| is the magnitude of the ith generator terminal voltage phasor, |YLTD,red,i,m| is the
magnitude of the LTD reduced admittance matrix between the ith generator bus and the mth
generator bus, |Vm| is the magnitude of the of the mth generator terminal voltage phasor, δi is the
angle of the ith generator terminal voltage phasor, δm is the angle of the mth generator terminal
voltage phasor, and θi,m is the angle of the LTD reduced admittance matrix between the ith
generator bus and the mth generator bus.
The calculation of the Jacobian matrix described in [16] requires four different equations
that make of four submatrices of the Jacobian. The RPF calculation only requires one equation to
make up the Jacobian matrix because we have reflected the system back to the generator
terminals, and the generator terminal voltage magnitudes are held constant. The Jacobian is a
calculation of the rate of change of real electric power with respect to bus angle, dP/dδ. The
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Jacobian matrix for the RPF computation is an M-1xM-1 matrix because the Jacobian does not
include slack bus calculations. Each element of the Jacobian matrix for RPF, Ji,m, is
𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 ≠ 𝑚

𝐽𝑖,𝑚 = 𝑉𝑖 𝑌𝐿𝑇𝐷,𝑟𝑒𝑑 ,𝑖,𝑚 𝑉𝑚 sin(𝛿𝑖 − 𝛿𝑚 − 𝜃𝑖,𝑚 )

(40)

or
𝑀

𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 𝑚

𝐽𝑖,𝑖 = − 𝑉𝑖

𝑌𝐿𝑇𝐷,𝑟𝑒𝑑 ,𝑖,𝑚 𝑉𝑚 sin(𝛿𝑖 − 𝛿𝑚 − 𝜃𝑖,𝑚 )

(41)

𝑚 =1

The vector of the change in generator terminal bus angles is an M-1x1 matrix because the
slack bus is not considered. The vector of the change in generator terminal bus angles, [Δδ], is
[∆𝛿] = [ 𝐽 ][𝑃𝑚𝑖𝑠 ]

(42)

where [J] is the Jacobian matrix and [Pmis] is an M-1 vector of real electric power mismatches
that does not include the slack bus real electric power mismatch. The change in terminal voltage
magnitudes are not calculated because they are held at a constant value while in the LTD
framework. The new vector of generator terminal bus angles for the next iteration, [δ x+1 ], of
the RPF is
[𝛿(𝑥 + 1)] = [ 𝛿(𝑥) ] + [∆𝛿]

(43)

The RPF calculation described above will iterate until either a convergent solution is
obtained or the maximum number of iterations is exceeded. A power flow solution has
converged if the power mismatches are less than a specified tolerance [16]. If the RPF converges
then the real electric power estimates from (29), minus machine armature losses, sufficiently
supply the system load.
3.2.5. Reallocation of System Accelerating Power
After the RPF solution converges for the real electric power estimations calculated in
(29), there must be a check to determine if the system accelerating power was correctly
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distributed among the system’s synchronous generators. The described check can be made by
determining the slack bus real electric power error, Pslack,err. The slack bus real electric power
error is
𝑃𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑘 ,𝑒𝑟𝑟 = 𝑃𝑒,𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑘 − 𝑃𝑒,𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑘

(44)

If Pslack,err is within a set tolerance, then it can be confirmed that system accelerating power was
distributed correctly. The real electric power estimates from (29), minus machine armature
losses, are considered to be accurate. The armature losses are added back to the real electric
power estimate to maintain consistency when determining system accelerating power. Finally,
the real electric power for each synchronous machine at time step t is
𝑃𝑒,𝑖 (𝑡) = 𝑃𝑒,𝑖

(45)

If, however, Pslack,err is not within a set tolerance, then the system accelerating power was
not distributed correctly among all synchronous generators. The Pslack,err will, then, be distributed
to all synchronous generators based on the ratio of inertias. The refined real electric power
estimation for the ith synchronous generator is
𝑃𝑒,𝑖 = 𝑃𝑒,𝑖,𝑒𝑠𝑡 − 𝑃𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑘 ,𝑒𝑟𝑟

𝐻𝑖
𝐻𝑠𝑦𝑠

(46)

Using the new real electric power estimations, the RPF computation is repeated until the slack
bus real electric power error is within the set tolerance. The real power estimation loop is
described by Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Real power estimation loop

3.2.6. Models
When conducting an LTD simulation to study FRA, the primary interest is the response
of a synchronous machine’s frequency controllers to a change in system generation or load. A
synchronous generator controls frequency using the primary control of a speed governor and the
secondary control of automatic generation control (AGC) [39]. The governor and AGC models
are expected to react to frequency changes in the system while in the LTD framework. Dynamic
models are used to describe the governor and AGC behavior. The electrical controls of generator,
such as the excitation system and the PSS, have negligible effect on frequency regulation. These
controllers are not represented with dynamic models.
The state variables that describe the dynamic models in the LTD framework must be
solved for by using numerical integration. AMF simulation code uses the Adams-Bashforth (AB)
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numerical integration method in the LTD framework to solve for state variables at the next
simulation time step. When conducting AMF is in the LTD framework the integration step size is
set to one second.
3.2.6.1.

Aggregate Swing Equation

When conducting a transient stability study of a particular contingency every
synchronous machine is represented with its own swing equation. The swing equation represents
Newton’s Second Law of Motion in the rotational domain and is the fundamental equation that
describes a generator’s rotor dynamics [16]. If the transient response of each machine dampens
in the post-event, there is a point at which all machines operate at a new synchronous speed once
again, i.e. their relative rotor speeds are nearly zero. After the transient has died out it is
unnecessary to represent each synchronous machine with its own swing equation because every
synchronous machine is rotating at nearly the same speed. Therefore, it is possible to represent
the whole system as one rotating mass when studying LTD. By representing every synchronous
machine as one aggregate mass the model order of the system is greatly reduced. The aggregate
swing equation is
𝜔𝑠𝑦𝑠 =

𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑐 ,𝑠𝑦𝑠
1
− 𝐷𝑠𝑦𝑠 ∆𝜔𝑠𝑦𝑠 (𝑡)
2𝐻𝑠𝑦𝑠 𝜔𝑠𝑦𝑠 (𝑡)

(47)

where 𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑐 ,𝑠𝑦𝑠 is the system accelerating power used for the swing equation, ωsys(t) is the
synchronous speed of the system at time step t, Dsys is the system damping constant, and

Δωsys(t) is the speed deviation from the nominal system speed at time step t. 𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑐 ,𝑠𝑦𝑠 is
𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑐 ,𝑠𝑦𝑠 = 𝑃𝑚,𝑠𝑦𝑠 𝑡 − 𝑃𝑒,𝑠𝑦𝑠 (𝑡)

(48)

Equation (48) differs from (25) because (48) does not include ΔPe,inj,sys(t). ΔPe,inj,sys(t) has been
accounted for by the real electric power estimates of (29) and the RPF calculation described in
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Section 3.2.4. Equation (48) also differs from (25) because Pe,sys(t) is calculated at the current
simulation time step, t, rather than the previous simulation time step, t-1, as in (25), because the
real electric power output of synchronous generating sources have been updated.
3.2.6.2.

Machine Model

When studying LTD using AMF, the rotor windings of synchronous machine are not
modeled. The dynamics associated with the rotor windings are too fast for the time frame of
study. Transient stability machine models also include one swing equation to represent every
synchronous machine’s rotor acceleration. As previously mentioned, LTD studies use one swing
equation to represent all synchronous machines in the system as one aggregate rotating mass.
3.2.6.3.

Exciter Model

When studying LTD using AMF, the assumption is made that the electrical controls are
no longer making significant adjustments to their intended output. The dynamics associated with
any small adjustments from the excitation system are considered to be too fast for the time frame
in which an LTD study is conducted. Therefore, the excitation system of a synchronous machine
is not modeled. However, the resulting action of the exciter still exists. When an AMF study is in
the LTD framework, the magnitude of terminal voltage of each machine is held at a constant
magnitude. The constant magnitude of the generator terminal voltage for LTD use is determined
by the last value of generator terminal voltage magnitude while in the TSA framework.
3.2.6.4.

Power System Stabilizer Model

The same assumption that was made for a synchronous machine’s excitation system
applies to the associated power system stabilizer (PSS). The PSS is assumed to no longer be
making significant adjustments to its intended output so the controller is not modeled. PSS are,
therefore, fully modeled for transient stability simulations and ignored for LTD simulations.
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3.2.6.5.

Governor Model

When studying LTD using AMF, a machine’s governor can make adjustments to
mechanical power output throughout the simulation based on system conditions. Therefore, the
governor models of each synchronous machine are maintained. However, because AMF uses
larger integration steps when conducting LTD studies these models must be modified to maintain
numerical stability. The AMF model modification requires the removal of the governor’s transfer
function(s) containing fast time constant(s). The definition of “fast” is determined by the time
step of the numerical integration method. By removing fast transfer function(s) not only is
numerical stability maintained, but the possibility of error propagation in long simulations due to
small uncertainties in transfer functions has been eliminated. Section 4.1.3.1 gives an example of
a modified governor model.
3.2.6.6.

AGC Model

AGC models are typically excluded from the AMF simulation when a transient stability
study is being conducted. However, AGC is critical when studying FRA. Like the governor,
AGC can make adjustments in simulation based on system conditions while in the LTD
framework of AMF. If a synchronous machine has an operating speed governor AGC will adjust
the reference power in accordance with the AGC control law.

3.3.

AMF Simulation

The following section describes the structure of the AMF simulation code. The platform
used to write the AMF simulation was Matlab [37]. By using Matlab the author was able to take
advantage of specific variable types, matrix computation, and many built-in functions. AMF
executes computation using data formatted as Matlab structure data types. Bus and branch data
are required to compute a power flow solution. Additional data such as machine, exciter,
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governor, etc. are used for dynamic simulations. The AMF simulation overview is described by
the flow diagram in Figure 5. Each AMF sub-process, AMF Initializations, Simulation
Conditionals, and Simulation Calculations, is described separately.
Start Simulation

AMF
Initializations

Simulation
Conditionals

Simulation
Calculations

Increment time

No

Has
simulation
reached an
end?

Yes
End simulation

Figure 5: AMF simulation overview.

3.3.1. AMF Initializations
The AMF Initializations sub-process is show in Figure 6. When starting any simulation
using AMF, along with other dynamic simulation platforms, a power flow solution is computed
to ensure that the simulation is starting from a steady state solution. The power flow calculation
uses bus and branch data as inputs that describes the power system. The full power flow solver is
code that was written for Matlab transient stability software, Power Systems Toolbox (PST),
written by Joe Chow and Graham Rodgers [8]. It should be noted that this full power flow
algorithm is not the same as the RPF algorithm discussed in Section 3.2.4. The results of the full
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power flow solution are used to initialize other values needed to conduct TSA studies. The TSA
initialization process was described in Section 3.1.1. The system admittance matrix and the
modified admittance matrices for both TSA and LTD computation are calculated next. The
system admittance matrix that was calculated for the power flow solution is external from the
AMF simulation, and, therefore, must be recalculated. Next, memory is allocated for the
necessary variables of an AMF simulation. Then, common errors are checked before starting into
the simulation loop.
Input power
flow data
and dynamic
data

Power flow
calculation

Does PF
converge?

No
End simulation

Yes
Build admittance
matrices

Initialize memory for
simulation

Check for errors

Simulation
conditionals

Figure 6: AMF Initializations sub-process.
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3.3.2. Simulation Conditionals
There are several conditional checks the AMF code executes at every time step while in
the computation loop. Figure 7 shows the process of each conditional check described below.
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Figure 7: Simulation Conditionals sub-process.
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The first conditional check determines if the variables used in simulation have consumed
the memory that was allocated for those variables. If all memory has been consumed, then a
predetermined amount of memory is added to all variables. Otherwise, the simulation continues.
Each contingency that is simulated in transient stability will have a contingency start
time. The Hold Time parameter is set by the user that enables the code to leave TSA and
continue in LTD without having a contingency occur. The Hold Time conditional determines if
the first contingency start time occurs before or after Hold Time. Based on the result of the
conditional the simulation will adjust modeling frameworks.
The Load Ramp is a conditional check to determine if a load ramp is being simulated. If
the simulation time is within a ramping period, then the load admittance will be adjusted
accordingly. Otherwise, the simulation continues.
Each contingency studied are set to occur at some contingency start time. The Event
Started conditional check determines if there is a contingency starting at the current time step. If
there is a contingency starting appropriate changes are made to the admittance matrices.
Otherwise, the simulation continues.
After a contingency has started the code will check if that contingency has cleared. If the
contingency has cleared, the Event Cleared conditional will make appropriate adjustments to the
admittances matrices. Otherwise, the simulation continues.
Contingencies are always simulated in the transient stability modeling framework if the
user intends to observe electromechanical oscillations. This conditional checks for upcoming
contingencies and whether or not the code is executing the correct simulation framework. If a
contingency is upcoming and LTD models are implemented, then the code changes to transient
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stability models. Certain variables are also reinitialized to continue the simulation using TSA.
Otherwise, the simulation continues.
3.3.3. Simulation Calculations
The Simulation Calculations sub-process of AMF is described in Figure 8. The
initialization process for both the TSA and LTD framework is conducted inside the simulation
loop because of AMF’s ability to switch modeling frameworks throughout a simulation. For the
TSA framework, the model calculations were described in Section 3.1.2, the network solution
was described in Section 3.1.3, and the integrating of differential equations was described in
Section 3.1.4. For the LTD framework, the model calculations were described in Section 3.2.6,
the network solution was described in Section 3.2.3, and the integrating of differential equations
was described in Section 3.2.6.
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Figure 8: Simulation Calculations sub-process.

3.3.4. AMF Framework Transition – TSA to LTD
An AMF simulation has the ability to switch modeling frameworks from TSA to LTD
based on two conditions. The first condition is determined from the change of terminal voltage
magnitudes from each generating source. The user is required to set a change of terminal voltage
magnitude tolerance. This tolerance requires that every generator in the system must have a
terminal voltage that does not exceed the specified tolerance within the previous simulation
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second. If the change of terminal voltage tolerance is met, then the excitation systems of each
generator are no longer making significant adjustments within the specified tolerance.
The second condition requires the user to set a reference generator and a relative speed
tolerance. All generator rotor speeds will be compared to the reference generator’s rotor speed to
calculate a relative speed. The relative speed comparison is evaluated for the previous second of
the simulation. If the relative speed tolerance is met, then all generators are moving together
within the specified tolerance.
If both the reference generator speed limit and the terminal voltage speed limit are met at
the same simulation time step, then the simulation will change simulation modeling frameworks
from TSA to LTD. Each generator’s terminal voltage magnitude at the simulation time in which
the modeling framework changes is the voltage magnitude that is used for the duration of the
LTD simulation. The average of generator speeds will be the initial system speed, ωsys(t), at
time step t.
3.3.5. AMF Framework Transition – LTD to TSA
Just as AMF can transition from TSA to LTD simulation frameworks, AMF can also
transition from LTD to TSA. An AMF simulation can switch from LTD to TSA based on the
next scheduled TSA contingency. When AMF changes simulation models from LTD to TSA
there is a great importance that the state variables of each TSA model are initialized correctly. If
the models are not correctly initialized then the simulation will not start from a steady state
solution, and the simulation can exhibit a transient action when there was no transient intended.
The reinitialization process is identical to the initialization process described in Section 3.1.1.
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3.3.6. AMF System Imbalance
A system imbalanced of real electric power and mechanical power can be modeled in
AMF by modifying a real power injection. This modification can be a change in a real power
load or a change in the real electric power output of a non-synchronous generating source. Either
of these modifications can be represented by ΔPe,inj(t) in (25). Currently, this is not an available
feature of the AMF software.
Another approach to simulate an imbalance of real electric power and mechanical power
in the studied system is to adjust the load admittance at a particular bus. If the modified load is
modeled as a constant impedance load, the load modification is a direct adjustment to the load
admittance. The load admittance adjustment will affect YTSA,A and YLTD,C depending on which
modeling framework is used for simulation.
Either of these methods can be used to simulate an imbalance of real electric power and
mechanical power in the AMF simulation tool. The simulated imbalance can be studied in the
TSA or the LTD framework. A large imbalance that happens instantaneously will typically be
simulated in the TSA framework in order to observe the electromechanical transients. A smaller
imbalance that is applied over an extended period of time will typically be simulated using the
LTD framework in order to observe how the rest of the system reacts.
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4. AMF Validation
The previous chapter described AMF as a modeling approach capable of simulating slow
changing dynamics in a power system. Chapter 4 displays several case studies that are intended
to prove the validity of AMF modeling approach. In the following case studies all loads are
modeled as constant impedance loads. Also, AGC models are not included, and exciters are not
supplemented with PSS controllers. The integration time step for the TSA framework is set to
one tenth of a North American power system cycle, or 1/600th of one second. The integration
time step for the LTD framework is set to one second.
The following documentation describe different case studies intended to prove the
validity of the AMF simulation tool. Section 4.1 describes each model used in each case study.
Section 4.2 is intended to validate the transient stability calculations of AMF with both research
and industrial transient stability software. Section 4.3 is intended to demonstrate when AMF
transitions from the TSA framework to the LTD framework. Section 4.4 is intended to
demonstrate how AMF can reinitialize transient stability models after using LTD models.
Section 4.5 demonstrates AMF’s capability of a load ramp while in the LTD framework. Section
4.6 provides comparisons of case studies conducted in Section 4.4 and Section 4.5 to show that
the LTD models are consistent with the TSA models. Section 4.7 give examples of more cases
that were simulated using AMF. Lastly, Section 4.8 demonstrates how LTD models can save
significant computation time for a given case study compared to the TSA models.

4.1.

Models

As described in Section 3.2.6, there are different models required for each simulation
framework used in AMF. The following describe the power system model used in the case
studies as well as each component model used for each simulation framework.
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4.1.1. Power System
The power system model used for all cased studies is shown in Figure 9. The power
system is a 4 machine, 14 bus system similar to the power system described in [20]. While this
power system model was developed for studying electromechanical interactions in power
systems, this is not the focus of this research. Each generator has an apparent power rating of 900
MVA. The inertia constant, H, for each generator is 6.5 seconds. The power system has fourteen
buses with three loads. The value of load 1, L1, is S = 976 + j100 MVA; the value of load 2, L2,
is S = 400 + j0 MVA; the value of load 3, L3, is S = 1765 + j100 MVA. These loads are models
as constant impedances for all described case studies. There are three capacitor banks, C1, C2,
and C3, connected to buses 3, 101, and 13, respectively, to maintain adequate bus voltage. The
nominal reactive power of C1 is Q = -200 MVAR; the nominal reactive power of C2 is Q = -100
MVAR; the nominal reactive power of C3 is Q = -300 MVAR. The specific values that describe
the power system network are shown in Appendix A.
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Figure 9: Kundur’s 4-machine power system model

4.1.2. Transient Stability Models
As previously described, transient stability studies must be conducted with detailed
models to generate accurate results. Each model used for TSA using AMF are described below.
4.1.2.1.

Machine

The synchronous machine model used to describe each generator in the above system is
GE’s sub-transient model, GENROU. The GENROU model is widely used for base cases, and it
is often used for modeling generators at thermal plants. The GENROU model represents a solid,
round rotor generator with equal mutual inductances. The direct and quadrature sub-transient
reactances are assumed to be equal [15]. The GENROU block diagram is shown in Figure 10.
Saturation is not described in this model. The inputs to the GENROU model are the direct axis
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current, id, the quadrature axis current, iq, and the exciter field voltage, Efd. The outputs of the
GENROU model are the direct and quadrature sub-transient fluxes, φd’’ and φd’’, respectively.
The parameters used to describe each GENROU model are as follows: Xd is the direct axis
synchronous reactance, Xd’ is the direct axis transient reactance. Xd’’ is the direct axis subtransient reactance, Td0’ is the direct axis transient rotor time constant, Td0’’ is the direct axis subtransient rotor time constant, Xq is the quadrature axis synchronous reactance, Xq’ is the
quadrature axis transient reactance. Xq’’ is the quadrature axis synchronous reactance, Tq0’ is the
quadrature axis transient rotor time constant, Tq0’’ is the quadrature axis sub-transient rotor time
constant, and Xl is the leakage reactance. The inertia constant, H, is not shown in Figure 9. The
inertia constant is implemented in the swing equation which is identical for all synchronous
machines. The swing equation is
𝜔 𝑡 =

1
(𝜏 𝑡 − 𝜏𝑒 𝑡 − 𝐷∆𝜔 𝑡 )
2𝐻 𝑚

(49)

where 𝜔(𝑡) is the derivative of the synchronous machine’s speed at time step t, τm(t) is the
mechanical torque at time step t, τe is the electrical torque at time step t, D is the damping
constant, and Δω(t) is speed deviation from the nominal system speed at time step t. Mechanical
torque, τm(t), at time step t is
𝜏𝑚 𝑡 =

𝑃𝑚 𝑡
𝜔 𝑡

(50)

where Pm(t) is the mechanical power at time step t and ω t is the machine’s speed at time step

t. Electrical torque, τe(t), at time step t is
𝜏𝑒 𝑡 = 𝜑𝑑′′ 𝑡 𝑖𝑞 𝑡 − 𝜑𝑞′′ 𝑡 𝑖𝑑 𝑡

(51)

where φd’’(t) is the direct axis sub-transient flux at time step t, iq(t) is the quadrature axis current
at time step t, φq’’(t) is the quadrature axis sub-transient flux at time step t, and id(t) is the direct
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axis current at time step t. The rotor angle of a synchronous machine, 𝛿 (𝑡), at time step t can be
described by a differential equation as
𝛿 (𝑡) = 𝜔𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 ∆𝜔(𝑡)

(52)

where ωbase is the nominal electrical radian frequency and Δω(t) is the speed deviation from the
nominal system speed at time step t. The specific values for each variable are described in
Appendix B. The same generator parameters are used for all the described case studies.
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Figure 10: GENROU block diagram
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4.1.2.2.

Exciter

The simple static exciter model associated with each synchronous generator is shown in
Figure 11. The inputs to the static exciter model are the reference voltage magnitude, Vref, and
the terminal voltage magnitude, VT. The output of the static exciter model is the exciter field
voltage, Efd. The parameters used to describe each exciter are as follows: Ka is the exciter gain,

Ta is the time constant associated with the exciter gain, and VRmax and VRmin are the maximum
and minimum regulator exciter limits, respectively. The specific values for each variable is
described are Appendix B. The same exciter parameters are used for all the described case
studies.
VR max

Vref

Ka
1  sTa

VT

E fd

V R min

Figure 11: Simple exciter block diagram

4.1.2.3.

Governor

Generator 2 and generator 4 are not equipped with governor controllers. Generator 1 and
Generator 3 have simple steam governor controllers that are described by the block diagram in
Figure 12. The inputs to the steam governor model are the reference power, Pref, and the
difference in rotor speed from the nominal speed, Δω. The output of the governor model is the
mechanical power, Pm. The parameters used to describe the governor model are as follows: R is
the droop constant, T1 is the steam bowl time constant, T2 is the high pressure time constant, T3
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is the reheater time constant, Dt is the turbine damping coefficient, and Vmax and Vmin are the
maximum and minimum valve positions, respectively. The specific values for each variable is
described are Appendix B. The same governor parameters are used for all the described case
studies.
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Figure 12: Simple steam governor block diagram

4.1.3. Long Term Dynamics Models
As described in Section 3.2.6, full transient stability models are not used when
conducting an LTD study using AMF. The machine and exciter models are not described in the
following section because they are not explicitly modeled in the LTD simulation framework. The
effect of the machine and excitation characteristics still exist but they are not represented with
dynamic models while an LTD simulation is being conducted.
4.1.3.1.

Governor

The governor model used to study LTD in AMF is shown in Figure 13. The inputs,
output, and parameters are the same as the transient stability governor model. Notice, however,
that the transfer function containing the time constant T1 is removed. The transfer function was
removed because the T1 time constant was smaller than the integration time step used in the LTD
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framework. By removing the transfer function containing T1 numerical stability is maintained.
The modification of the governor models was discussed in Section 3.2.6.5.
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Figure 13: Simple steam governor block diagram for LTD studies

4.2.

AMF Transient Stability Validation

The following two case studies are intended to show that the transient stability models
and calculations of AMF give comparable results to other transient stability simulation software.
While the transient stability calculations and models are not the focus of this research, it is
important that AMF yield accurate results. Accurate results are determined by how well a
transient stability study from AMF compares with other transient stability software such as
Power System Toolbox (PST) and GE’s Positive Sequence Load Flow (PSLF). PST is a transient
stability simulation software used in research applications of power system studies [8]. PSLF is a
transient stability simulation software used in industry applications of power system studies [15].
In both case studies below, the described contingencies and the results plotted are only examples
used for software comparisons. There are other contingencies and results that could be
compared.
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4.2.1. Bus Fault
Case Study 4.2.1 validates a case in which there is a bus fault at Bus 101 for four power
system cycles starting at time t = 5 seconds. Appendix C shows the simulation conditions
required to replicate this case study using the AMF simulation tool. Each generator’s rotor speed
is shown in Figure 14, Figure 15, Figure 16, and Figure 17 to compare results of the different
software packages. Also, each generator’s terminal voltage magnitude is plotted to compare
results of the different software packages in Figure 18, Figure 19, Figure 20, and Figure 21. The
results show that AMF compares well with both PST and PSLF.
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Figure 14: AMF Case Study 4.2.1 validation using Generator 1 rotor speed
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Figure 15: AMF Case Study 4.2.1 validation using Generator 2 rotor speed
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Figure 16: AMF Case Study 4.2.1 validation using Generator 3 rotor speed
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Figure 17: AMF Case Study 4.2.1 validation using Generator 4 rotor speed
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Figure 18: AMF Case Study 4.2.1 validation using Generator 1 terminal voltage magnitude
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Figure 19: AMF Case Study 4.2.1 validation using Generator 2 terminal voltage magnitude
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Figure 20: AMF Case Study 4.2.1 validation using Generator 3 terminal voltage magnitude
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Figure 21: AMF Case Study 4.2.1 validation using Generator 4 terminal voltage magnitude

4.2.2. Load Step Change
Case Study 4.2.2 validates a case in which the load at Bus 104 in Figure 9 is reduced by
10 % instantly at time t = 5 seconds. Appendix D shows the simulation conditions required to
replicate this case study using the AMF simulation tool. Each generator’s rotor speed is shown in
Figure 22, Figure 23, Figure 24, and Figure 25 to compare results of the different software
packages. Also, each generator’s terminal voltage magnitude is plotted to compare results of the
different software packages in Figure 26, Figure 27, Figure 28, and Figure 29. Again, the results
show that AMF compares well with both PST and PSLF.
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Figure 22: AMF Case Study 4.2.2 validation using Generator 1 rotor speed
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Figure 23: AMF Case Study 4.2.2 validation using Generator 2 rotor speed
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Figure 24: AMF Case Study 4.2.2 validation using Generator 3 rotor speed
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Figure 25: AMF Case Study 4.2.2 validation using Generator 4 rotor speed
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Figure 26: AMF Case Study 4.2.2 validation using Generator 1 terminal voltage magnitude
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Figure 27: AMF Case Study 4.2.2 validation using Generator 2 terminal voltage magnitude
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Figure 28: AMF Case Study 4.2.2 validation using Generator 3 terminal voltage magnitude
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Figure 29: AMF Case Study 4.2.2 validation using Generator 4 terminal voltage magnitude
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4.3.

AMF Tolerance Conditions

The following case study is intended to demonstrate how AMF transitions simulation
frameworks from TSA to LTD. Case Study 4.3 conducts a study in which the load at Bus 104 in
Figure 9 is reduced by 10 % instantly at time t = 5 seconds. Appendix E shows the simulation
conditions required to replicate this case study using the AMF simulation tool. Recalling from
Section 3.3.4, AMF determines the appropriate simulation time to switch modeling frameworks
based on relative rotor speed and terminal voltage magnitude tolerances. The terminal voltage
magnitude tolerance was set at 1.5E-5, and the relative rotor speed tolerance was set at 0.5E-5.
Figure 30, Figure 31, Figure 32, and Figure 33 show each generator’s terminal voltage
magnitude and relative rotor speed. Relative rotor speed is calculated with respect to Generator 1
rotor speed. In Figure 30, Generator 1 rotor speed is displayed rather than relative rotor speed
because the relative rotor speed of Generator 1 compared to itself is zero. The solid blue line
represents data points from transient stability models; the blue dots represent data points from
LTD models The red dots on each plot indicate at which point in time a specific tolerance for a
particular machine is met. Generator 4 relative rotor speed is the last tolerance met. After this
tolerance is met the simulation changes modeling frameworks at time t = 23 seconds.
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Figure 30: AMF Case Study 4.3 tolerance conditions for Generator 1
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Figure 31: AMF Case Study 4.3 tolerance conditions for Generator 2
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Figure 32: AMF Case Study 4.3 tolerance conditions for Generator 3
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Figure 33: AMF Case Study 4.3 tolerance conditions for Generator 4
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4.4.

Reinitialization from LTD Models

AMF has the capability to transition from TSA framework to LTD framework, and vice
versa. To switch from LTD to TSA simulation, the transient stability models must be
reinitialized. The reinitiazation process is discussed in Section 3.3.5. Case Study 4.4 shows a
simulation that involves the reinitialization of transient stability models after a step change in
load. Case Study 4.4 conducts a study in which the load at Bus 104 in Figure 9 is reduced by
10 % instantly at time t = 5 seconds. The terminal voltage magnitude tolerance was set at 1.5E-5,
and the relative rotor speed tolerance was set at 0.5E-5. The transient stability models are
reinitialized at time t = 29 seconds. Appendix F shows the simulation conditions required to
replicate this case study using the AMF simulation tool. The simulation results of terminal
voltage magnitude and rotor speed for each generator are shown in Figure 34, Figure 35, Figure
36, Figure 37, Figure 38, Figure 39, Figure 40, and Figure 41. The first subplot of each figure are
results of the full simulation; the second subplot is an enlarged view of the reinitialization point.
For simulation time greater than t = 29 seconds generator terminal voltage magnitude exhibit
very small oscillations. The oscillations are due to the fact that the system is not operating at an
absolute steady state position, and, therefore, the system cannot be perfectly reinitialized. This
same case study is compared with a pure transient stability simulation in Case Study 4.6.1 to
compare the severity of the oscillations displayed in Figure 34, Figure 36, Figure 38, and Figure
40.
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Figure 34: AMF Case Study 4.4 reinitialization of Generator 1 terminal voltage
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Figure 35: AMF Case Study 4.4 reinitialization of Generator 1 rotor speed
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Figure 36: AMF Case Study 4.4 reinitialization of Generator 2 terminal voltage
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Figure 37: AMF Case Study 4.4 reinitialization of Generator 2 rotor speed
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Figure 38: AMF Case Study 4.4 reinitialization of Generator 3 terminal voltage
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Figure 39: AMF Case Study 4.4 reinitialization of Generator 3 rotor speed
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Figure 40: AMF Case Study 4.4 reinitialization of Generator 4 terminal voltage
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Figure 41: AMF Case Study 4.4 reinitialization of Generator 4 rotor speed
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4.5.

Load Ramp

As stated in Section 3.3.6, AMF has the ability to ramp a load in the power system
model. Case Study 4.5 shows an example of a load ramp at Bus 104. The simulation is conducted
using the LTD framework for all time greater than t = 6 seconds. The load admittance at Bus 104
is ramped at a rate of -0.1 per unit admittance per second from time t = 11 seconds to time t = 30
seconds. During this ramping period the modified admittance matrices are recalculated at every
time step to account for the changed in load admittance. The terminal voltage magnitude
tolerance was set at 1.5E-5, and the relative rotor speed tolerance was set at 0.5E-5. Appendix G
shows the simulation conditions required to replicate this case study using the AMF simulation
tool. Figure 42 shows a plot of the total system real electric power and the total system
mechanical power. This figure demonstrates the response of the entire system’s governing units
to a change in system frequency while in the LTD framework. Figure 43 shows a plot of system
frequency. As expected, the frequency increases as the system load is decreased. This same case
study is compared with a pure transient stability simulation in Case Study 4.6.2 to demonstrate
that LTD models are consistent with TSA models.
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Figure 42: AMF Case Study 4.5 real electric and mechanical power
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Figure 43: AMF Case Study 4.5 system frequency
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4.6.

LTD Model Validation with TSA Simulation

The following two case studies have been simulated previously in Case Study 4.4 and
Case Study 4.5. Here, the same case studies will be simulated using the full capability of the
AMF simulation tool. The full capability of the AMF tool means that both TSA and LTD models
can be used for simulation. The appropriate model framework will be used for the appropriate
system conditions. “Pure TSA” is the name given to the data in which only TSA models were
used. “Mixed Mode,” is the name given to the data in which the AMF tool determines which
modeling framework, either TSA or LTD, is appropriate for the given system conditions. The
intention of the following studies is to validate the concept of AMF using only TSA models.
4.6.1. Compare Reinitialization for TSA Models
Case Study 4.6.1 compares the reinitialization process from Case Study 4.4 with Pure
TSA data for the same simulation. Again, Case Study 4.6.1 conducts a study in which the load at
Bus 104 in Figure 9 is reduced by 10 % instantly at time t = 5 seconds. Appendix H shows the
simulation conditions required to replicate this case study using the AMF simulation tool with
only TSA models. The simulation results from Case Study 4.6.1 correspond to Pure TSA data,
and the simulation results from Case Study 4.4 correspond to Mixed Mode data. Each
generator’s terminal voltage and rotor speed are compared in Figure 44, Figure 45, Figure 46,
Figure 47, Figure 48, Figure 49, Figure 50, and Figure 51. As shown, the two case studies do not
match perfectly, but they are close enough to assume an adequate initialization was determined
from the LTD models in Case Study 4.4.
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Figure 44: AMF Case Study 4.6.1 Generator 1 voltage magnitude comparison
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Figure 45: AMF Case Study 4.6.1 Generator 1 rotor speed comparison
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Figure 46: AMF Case Study 4.6.1 Generator 2 voltage magnitude comparison
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Figure 47: AMF Case Study 4.6.1 Generator 2 rotor speed comparison
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Figure 48: AMF Case Study 4.6.1 Generator 3 voltage magnitude comparison
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Figure 49: AMF Case Study 4.6.1 Generator 3 rotor speed comparison
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Figure 50: AMF Case Study 4.6.1 Generator 4 voltage magnitude comparison
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Figure 51: AMF Case Study 4.6.1 Generator 4 rotor speed comparison
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4.6.2. Compare Load Ramp
Case Study 4.6.2 compares the load ramping capabilities shown in Case Study 4.5 with
Pure TSA data for the same simulation. Appendix I shows the simulation conditions required to
replicate this case study using the AMF simulation tool. The simulation results from Case Study
4.6.2 correspond to Pure TSA data, and the simulation results from Case Study 4.5 correspond to
Mixed Mode data. Figure 52 compares the total real electric power of the system from each case
study. The two plots compare well. This is expected because changes in real electric power must
be near instantaneous so that generation always matches load. There is a slight difference in the
final value of system real electric power where the Pure TSA system real electric power from
Case Study 4.6.2 is slightly greater than the Mixed Mode system real electric power from Case
Study 4.5. This difference is due to the fact that all system loads are modeled as constant
impedances and the assumption of constant terminal voltage magnitude in the LTD framework.
The system real electric power from Case Study 4.6.2 is slightly greater because the excitation
systems are modeled using dynamic models. Therefore, as the system load decreases the terminal
voltage magnitude for each generator slightly increases. Figure 53 compares terminal voltage
magnitudes of each generator from both case studies. The slight increase in terminal voltage at
each generator in Case Study 4.6.2 causes an increase in the power consumed by the system
loads when loads are modeled as constant impedances. The power consumed by a constant
impedance load at bus N is described in (17).
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Figure 52: AMF Case Study 4.6.2 system real power comparison
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Figure 53: AMF Case Study 4.6.2 generator terminal voltage magnitudes
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Figure 54 compares the total mechanical power of the system from each case study. The
mechanical power of the system simulated using LTD models reacts faster to the change in
system speed than the TSA models. This is expected because the LTD governor model does not
contain the additional transfer function with the fast time constant. By removing the fast time
constant, the response time of the LTD governor is increased. Figure 55 compares the system
frequencies from each case study. The differences in system frequency plots are also due to the
difference in governor models.
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Figure 54: AMF Case Study 4.6.2 system mechanical power comparison
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Figure 55: AMF Case Study 4.6.2 frequency comparison

4.7.

AMF Contingency Extremes

The following two case studies are additional studies that were conducted to test the
capability of the AMF simulation tool. Each case study is described below
4.7.1. Fast Load Ramp
Case Study 4.7.1 simulates a fast load ramp at Bus 104. The load admittance at Bus 104
is ramped at a rate of -3.956 per unit admittance per second from time t = 10 seconds to time
t = 11 seconds. Appendix J shows the simulation conditions required to replicate this case study
using the AMF simulation tool. This ramping period extinguishes the great majority of the load
at Bus 104. This “load ramp” is actually a TSA contingency that is being simulated in the LTD
framework. The intention of Case Study 4.7.1 is to show that the LTD framework can give
reasonably accurate results for a contingency that results in electromechanical transients. Figure

73
56 shows a Generator 1 frequency comparison between Mixed Mode data and Pure TSA data.
Mixed Mode data and Pure TSA data for each generator’s real electric power and mechanic
power are shown in Figure 57, Figure 58, Figure 59, Figure 60, Figure 61, Figure 62, Figure 63,
and Figure 64. While there are certainly differences in the simulated responses for each generator
for the Mixed Mode data and the Pure TSA data, it can be shown that Mixed Mode data, or the
data from an AMF simulation using both TSA and LTD models, still gives reasonable results for
the described contingency. The accuracy required for a particular study will dictate whether or
not the full AMF simulation results are adequate.
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Figure 56: AMF Case Study 4.7.1 Generator 1 frequency comparison
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Figure 57: AMF Case Study 4.7.1 Generator 1 real electric power
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Figure 58: AMF Case Study 4.7.1 Generator 1 mechanical power
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Figure 59: AMF Case Study 4.7.1 Generator 2 real electric power
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Figure 60: AMF Case Study 4.7.1 Generator 2 mechanical power
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Figure 61: AMF Case Study 4.7.1 Generator 3 real electric power
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Figure 62: AMF Case Study 4.7.1 Generator 3 mechanical power
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Figure 63: AMF Case Study 4.7.1 Generator 4 real electric power
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Figure 64: AMF Case Study 4.7.1 Generator 4 mechanical power
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4.7.2. TSA Contingency While Ramping Load
Case Study 4.7.2 simulates a load ramp at a rate of -0.1 per unit admittance per second at
Bus 104 from time t = 10 seconds to time t = 30 seconds. While the simulation is ramping the
load at Bus 104, a TSA contingency is simulated at time t = 25 to reduce the load admittance at
Bus 104 by 10 %. The full AMF simulation reinitializes the TSA models at time t = 19 seconds.
Appendix K shows the simulation conditions required to replicate this case study using the AMF
simulation tool. The intention of Case Study 4.7.2 is show that an AMF simulation can simulate
a TSA contingency at any point during a simulation, even while the studied system is not
operating a steady state condition. Figure 65 shows a Generator 1 frequency comparison between
Mixed Mode data and Pure TSA data. Mixed Mode data and Pure TSA data for each generator’s
real electric power and mechanic power are shown in Figure 66, Figure 67, Figure 68, Figure 69,
Figure 70, Figure 71, Figure 72, and Figure 73. The results show that the Mixed Mode
simulation, or the AMF simulation that uses both TSA and LTD models, tracks closely to the
Pure TSA simulation.
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Figure 65: AMF Case Study 4.7.2 Generator 1 frequency
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Figure 66: AMF Case Study 4.7.2 Generator 1 real electric power
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Figure 67: AMF Case Study 4.7.2 Generator 1 mechanical power
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Figure 68: AMF Case Study 4.7.2 Generator 2 real electric power
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Figure 69: AMF Case Study 4.7.2 Generator 2 mechanical power
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Figure 70: AMF Case Study 4.7.2 Generator 3 real electric power
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Figure 71: AMF Case Study 4.7.2 Generator 3 mechanical power
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Figure 72: AMF Case Study 4.7.2 Generator 4 real electric power
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Figure 73: AMF Case Study 4.7.2 Generator 4 mechanical power
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4.8.

Reducing Computation Time Using LTD Models

Case Study 4.8 includes a 10% instantons drop in load admittance at Bus 104 at time
t = 5 s; a load ramp is simulated from time t = 31 seconds to time t = 40 seconds at Bus 104 at a
rate of -0.1 per unit admittance per second; an instantaneous addition in load of 135 % is
simulation at time t = 55 seconds at Bus 104. The terminal voltage magnitude tolerance was set
at 1.5E-5, and the relative rotor speed tolerance was set at 0.5E-5. The main focus of Case Study
4.8 is to demonstrate AMF’s ability to model multiple contingencies and, also, to show how LTD
models can save significant computation time for a given case study. Another feature of this case
study is to reinforce the fact that both TSA models and LTD models are comparable.
Appendix L shows the simulation conditions required to replicate this case study using the AMF
simulation tool. Figure 74 shows a Generator 1 frequency comparison between Mixed Mode data
and Pure TSA data. Mixed Mode data and Pure TSA data for each generator’s real electric power
and mechanic power are shown in Figure 75, Figure 76, Figure 77, Figure 78, Figure 79, Figure
80, Figure 81, and Figure 82. The simulation that only used TSA models had simulation time of
405 seconds. The simulation that used both TSA models and LTD models had a simulation time
of 219 seconds. By allowing AMF to use LTD models the simulation time was reduced by 51 %.
The great reduction in simulation time is a result of larger integration time steps and a great
reduction in system model order by using models associated with the LTD framework.
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Figure 74: AMF Case Study 4.7 Generator 1 frequency comparison
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Figure 75: AMF Case Study 4.7 Generator 1 real electric power
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Figure 77: AMF Case Study 4.7 Generator 2 real electric power
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Figure 78: AMF Case Study 4.7 Generator 2 mechanical power
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Figure 79: AMF Case Study 4.7 Generator 3 real electric power
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Figure 80: AMF Case Study 4.7 Generator 3 mechanical power
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Figure 81: AMF Case Study 4.7 Generator 4 real electric power
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5. Future Work
The described research is an initial effort to creating a power system simulation tool
capable of modeling moderately slow dynamics, such as transient stability, as well as long term
dynamics, such as frequency regulation. This research is far from complete and must be studied
further. The areas of further research can be divided into two major groups, TSA and LTD.
First, TSA can be further developed for AMF by adding additional models. For example,
PSS units are essential in power system operations, and, therefore, must be modeled. The model
library should be expanded for machine models, excitation models, and governor models.
Different load models for TSA must also be added including constant power, constant current,
and frequency dependent load models. New load models allow different load ramps to be
modeled, such as real power ramps. Also, new generation models must be added to include
renewable power plants such as solar and wind power plants.
In regard to LTD simulation, this research focused on FRA as one category of LTD.
AGC is a key component when studying FRA. An AGC model must be added to the LTD
framework that accurately represents the real control system. Also, as governor models are added
to the TSA framework, these same models must be made available in the LTD framework.
Another large area of study of LTD is voltage stability. Voltage stability must be further
researched to determine the best approach to model its characteristics using AMF.
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Appendix A
% Matt Stajcar
% 04/26/2016
% 4-machine Kundur Model.
%System Buses
PSTbus = [ ...
% num volt
angle p_gen
q_max q_min v_rated v_max v_min
1
1.03
0
6.00
-1.0 22.0
1.1 .9;%G1
2
1.01
12
6.00
-1.0 22.0
1.1 .9;%G2
3
1.00
3
0.00
0.0 230.0
1.5 .5;
4
1.00
1
0.00
0.0 115.0
1.05 .95;
10
1.00
14
0.00
0.0 230.0
1.5 .5;
11
1.03
8
6.30
-1.0 22.0
1.1 .9;%G3
12
1.01
3
6.00
-1.0 22.0
1.1 .9;%G4
13
1.00
-6
0.00
0.0 230.0
1.5 .5;
14
1.00
-9
0.00
0.0 115.0
1.05 .95;
20
1.00
8
0.00
0.0 230.0
1.5 .5;
101 1.00
-3
0.00
0.0 500.0
1.5 .5;
110 1.00
5
0.00
0.0 230.0
1.5 .5;
120 1.00
-1
0.00
0.0 230.0
1.5 .5;
104 1.00
-4
0.00
0.0 230.0
1.5 .5];
%System Lines
PSTline = [ ...
% bus bus r
tapsize
1
10 0.0
2
20 0.0
3
4
0.0
3
20 0.001
3
101 0.011
3
101 0.011
10 20 0.0025
11 110 0.0
12 120 0.0
13 101 0.011
13 101 0.011
13 14 0.0
13 120 0.001

q_gen p_load q_load G_shunt B_shunt type
1.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1

5.0

1.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

2

5.0

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

2.00

3

0.0

0.00

7.50

1.00

0.00

0.00

3

0.0

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

3

0.0

1.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

2

5.0

1.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

2

5.0

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

3.00

3

0.0

0.00

12.0

1.00

0.00

0.00

3

0.0

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

3

0.0

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1.00

3

2.0

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

3

0.0

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

3

0.0

0.00

4.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

3

0.0

x

y

tapratio tapphase tapmax tapmin

0.0167
0.0167
0.005
0.0100
0.110
0.110
0.025
0.0167
0.0167
0.11
0.11
0.005
0.01

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.0175
0.1925
0.1925
0.0437
0.0
0.0
0.1925
0.1925
0.00
0.0175

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

0.
0.
0
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0
0.

0.
0.
0
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0
0.

0.;
0.;
0;
0.;
0.;
0.;
0.;
0.;
0.;
0.;
0.;
0.;
0.;
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110 120 0.0025
104 101 0.0

0.025
0.005

0.0437
0.00

1.0
1.0

0.
0.

0.
0.

0.
0.

0.;
0.];
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Appendix B
%% GENERATOR.
% Gen 1 must be on the slack bus! This is due to the way the LTD power flow
% function is structured.
Gen(1).param.Type = 'Genrou';
Gen(1).param.ExcIdx = 1;
Gen(1).param.GovIdx = 1;
Gen(1).param.Ws = 2*pi*60;
Gen(2).param.Type = 'Genrou';
Gen(2).param.ExcIdx = 2;
Gen(2).param.GovIdx = 2;
Gen(2).param.Ws = 2*pi*60;
Gen(3).param.Type = 'Genrou';
Gen(3).param.ExcIdx = 3;
Gen(3).param.GovIdx = 3;
Gen(3).param.Ws = 2*pi*60;
Gen(4).param.Type = 'Genrou';
Gen(4).param.ExcIdx = 4;
Gen(4).param.GovIdx = 4;
Gen(4).param.Ws = 2*pi*60;
%% GOVERNOR.
Gov(1).param.Type = 'TGov1';
Gov(1).param.GenIdx = 1;
Gov(1).param.R = 1/20; % Droop.
Gov(1).param.T1 = 0.5; % Servo valve/Steam bowl time constant.
Gov(1).param.T2 = 3;
Gov(1).param.T3 = 10; % Tw for hydro, reheater for steam.
Gov(1).param.Dt = 0;
Gov(1).param.Vmax = 9;
Gov(1).param.Vmin = 0;
Gov(2).param.Type = nan;
Gov(2).param.GenIdx = 2;
Gov(3).param.Type = 'TGov1';
Gov(3).param.GenIdx = 3;
Gov(3).param.R = 1/20; % Droop.
Gov(3).param.T1 = 0.5; % Servo valve/Steam bowl time constant.
Gov(3).param.T2 = 3;
Gov(3).param.T3 = 10; % Tw for hydro, reheater for steam.
Gov(3).param.Dt = 0;
Gov(3).param.Vmax = 9;
Gov(3).param.Vmin = 0;
Gov(4).param.Type = nan;
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Gov(4).param.GenIdx = 4;
%% EXCITER.
Exc(1).param.Type = 'HighGainNoTGR';
Exc(1).param.GenIdx = 1;
Exc(1).param.Ta = 1/60;
Exc(1).param.Ka = 212;
Exc(1).param.VRmax = 15;
Exc(1).param.VRmin = -6;
Exc(2).param.Type = 'HighGainNoTGR';
Exc(2).param.GenIdx = 2;
Exc(2).param.Ta = 1/60;
Exc(2).param.Ka = 212;
Exc(2).param.VRmax = 15;
Exc(2).param.VRmin = -6;
Exc(3).param.Type = 'HighGainNoTGR';
Exc(3).param.GenIdx = 3;
Exc(3).param.Ta = 1/60;
Exc(3).param.Ka = 212;
Exc(3).param.VRmax = 15;
Exc(3).param.VRmin = -6;
Exc(4).param.Type = 'HighGainNoTGR';
Exc(4).param.GenIdx = 4;
Exc(4).param.Ta = 1/60;
Exc(4).param.Ka = 212;
Exc(4).param.VRmax = 15;
Exc(4).param.VRmin = -6;
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Appendix C
Appendix C includes data necessary to simulate the contingency described in Case Study
4.2.1.
%% Network and Model Parameters.
[Bus,Branch,Gen,Gov,Exc] = fun4Gen14Bus3Load();
%% Time Parameters.
Time.param.Tstart = 0;
Time.param.Tstop = 30;
Time.param.dtTS = 1/600;
Time.param.dtLTD = 1;
Time.SimTime = 0;
%% Event Parameters.
Event(1).param.TstartEvent = 1;
Event(1).param.Type = 1;
% Bus fault.
Event(1).param.FaultDur = 4;
% (cycles).
Event(1).param.TstopEvent = Event(1).param.FaultDur/60+Time.param.dtTS;
Event(1).param.BusIdx = 11;
%% Model Swapping Parameters.
% Transient stability modeling will be used from 0 to AMF.HoldTime,
% unless an Event starts.
AMF.param.HoldTime = 1000;
% Th generator that will be considerred the reference in which to measure
% the error of speed.
AMF.param.RefGen = 1;
% Relative speed limit. WrLim = -1 will not allow simulation to switch to
% LTD models.
AMF.param.WrLim = -1;
% Terminal Voltage limit.
AMF.param.VtLim = 1e-5;
% The number of seconds before an Event occurs in which the code will
% initialize the TS vairables.
AMF.param.TSInitTime = 5;
%% Ramp Parameters.
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% Ramp will occur when
% Ramp.param.Tstart < Time.SimTime(ii) <= Ramp.param.Tstop.
Ramp = [];

% No ramp will be simulated.
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Appendix D
Appendix D includes data necessary to simulate the contingency described in Case Study
4.2.2.
%% Network and Model Parameters.
[Bus,Branch,Gen,Gov,Exc] = fun4Gen14Bus3Load();
%% Time Parameters.
Time.param.Tstart = 0;
Time.param.Tstop = 30;
Time.param.dtTS = 1/600;
Time.param.dtLTD = 1;
Time.SimTime = 0;
%% Event Parameters.
Event(1).param.TstartEvent = 1;
Event(1).param.Type = 2;
% Load step.
Event(1).param.Step = 1;
Event(1).param.TstopEvent = Event(1).param.TstartEvent+Time.param.dtTS;
Event(1).param.BusIdx = 14;
%% Model Swapping Parameters.
% Transient stability modeling will be used from 0 to AMF.HoldTime,
% unless an Event starts.
AMF.param.HoldTime = 1000;
% Th generator that will be considerred the reference in which to measure
% the error of speed.
AMF.param.RefGen = 1;
% Relative speed limit. WrLim = -1 will not allow simulation to switch to
% LTD models.
AMF.param.WrLim = -1;
% Terminal Voltage limit.
AMF.param.VtLim = 1e-5;
% The number of seconds before an Event occurs in which the code will
% initialize the TS vairables.
AMF.param.TSInitTime = 5;
%% Ramp Parameters.
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% Ramp will occur when
% Ramp.param.Tstart < Time.SimTime(ii) <= Ramp.param.Tstop.
Ramp = [];

% No ramp will be simulated.
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Appendix E
Appendix E includes data necessary to simulate the contingency described in Case Study
4.3.
%% Network and Model Parameters.
[Bus,Branch,Gen,Gov,Exc] = fun4Gen14Bus3Load();
%% Time Parameters.
Time.param.Tstart = 0;
Time.param.Tstop = 30;
Time.param.dtTS = 1/600;
Time.param.dtLTD = 1;
Time.SimTime = 0;
%% Event Parameters.
Event(1).param.TstartEvent = 5;
Event(1).param.Type = 2;
% Load step.
Event(1).param.Step = 0.9;
Event(1).param.TstopEvent = Event(1).param.TstartEvent+Time.param.dtTS;
Event(1).param.BusIdx = 14;
%% Model Swapping Parameters.
% Transient stability modeling will be used from 0 to AMF.HoldTime,
% unless an Event starts.
AMF.param.HoldTime = 1000;
% Th generator that will be considerred the reference in which to measure
% the error of speed.
AMF.param.RefGen = 1;
% Relative speed limit. WrLim = -1 will not allow simulation to switch to
% LTD models.
AMF.param.WrLim = 0.5e-5;
% Terminal Voltage limit.
AMF.param.VtLim = 1.5e-5;
% The number of seconds before an Event occurs in which the code will
% initialize the TS vairables.
AMF.param.TSInitTime = 5;
%% Ramp Parameters.
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% Ramp will occur when
% Ramp.param.Tstart < Time.SimTime(ii) <= Ramp.param.Tstop.
Ramp = [];

% No ramp will be simulated.
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Appendix F
Appendix F includes data necessary to simulate the contingency described in Case Study
4.4.
%% Network and Model Parameters.
[Bus,Branch,Gen,Gov,Exc] = fun4Gen14Bus3Load();
%% Time Parameters.
Time.param.Tstart = 0;
Time.param.Tstop = 35;
Time.param.dtTS = 1/600;
Time.param.dtLTD = 1;
Time.SimTime = 0;
%% Event Parameters.
Event(1).param.TstartEvent = 5;
Event(1).param.Type = 2;
% Load step.
Event(1).param.Step = 0.9;
Event(1).param.TstopEvent = Event(1).param.TstartEvent+Time.param.dtTS;
Event(1).param.BusIdx = 14;
Event(2).param.TstartEvent = 34;
Event(2).param.Type = 2;
% Load step.
Event(2).param.Step = 1;
Event(2).param.TstopEvent = Event(2).param.TstartEvent+Time.param.dtTS;
Event(2).param.BusIdx = 14;
%% Model Swapping Parameters.
% Transient stability modeling will be used from 0 to AMF.HoldTime,
% unless an Event starts.
AMF.param.HoldTime = 1000;
% Th generator that will be considerred the reference in which to measure
% the error of speed.
AMF.param.RefGen = 1;
% Relative speed limit. WrLim = -1 will not allow simulation to switch to
% LTD models.
AMF.param.WrLim = 0.5e-5;
% Terminal Voltage limit.
AMF.param.VtLim = 1.5e-5;
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% The number of seconds before an Event occurs in which the code will
% initialize the TS vairables.
AMF.param.TSInitTime = 5;
%% Ramp Parameters.
% Ramp will occur when
% Ramp.param.Tstart < Time.SimTime(ii) <= Ramp.param.Tstop.
Ramp = [];

% No ramp will be simulated.
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Appendix G
Appendix G includes data necessary to simulate the contingency described in Case Study
4.5.
%% Network and Model Parameters.
[Bus,Branch,Gen,Gov,Exc] = fun4Gen14Bus3Load();
%% Time Parameters.
Time.param.Tstart = 0;
Time.param.Tstop = 50;
Time.param.dtTS = 1/600;
Time.param.dtLTD = 1;
Time.SimTime = 0;
%% Event Parameters.
Event(1).param.TstartEvent = 5;
Event(1).param.Type = 2;
% Load step.
Event(1).param.Step = 1;
Event(1).param.TstopEvent = Event(1).param.TstartEvent+Time.param.dtTS;
Event(1).param.BusIdx = 14;
%% Model Swapping Parameters.
% Transient stability modeling will be used from 0 to AMF.HoldTime,
% unless an Event starts.
AMF.param.HoldTime = 1000;
% Th generator that will be considerred the reference in which to measure
% the error of speed.
AMF.param.RefGen = 1;
% Relative speed limit. WrLim = -1 will not allow simulation to switch to
% LTD models.
AMF.param.WrLim = 0.5e-5;
% Terminal Voltage limit.
AMF.param.VtLim = 1.5e-5;
% The number of seconds before an Event occurs in which the code will
% initialize the TS vairables.
AMF.param.TSInitTime = 5;
%% Ramp Parameters.
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% Ramp will occur when
% Ramp.param.Tstart < Time.SimTime(ii) <= Ramp.param.Tstop.
Ramp.param.BusIdx = 14;
Ramp.param.Tstart = 10;
% [seconds].
Ramp.param.Tstop = 30;
% [seconds].
Ramp.param.YpuRampRate = -0.1; % [pu admittance/second].
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Appendix H
Appendix H includes data necessary to simulate the contingency described in Case Study
4.6.1 using only TSA models.
%% Network and Model Parameters.
[Bus,Branch,Gen,Gov,Exc] = fun4Gen14Bus3Load();
%% Time Parameters.
Time.param.Tstart = 0;
Time.param.Tstop = 36;
Time.param.dtTS = 1/600;
Time.param.dtLTD = 1;
Time.SimTime = 0;
%% Event Parameters.
Event(1).param.TstartEvent = 5;
Event(1).param.Type = 2;
% Load step.
Event(1).param.Step = 0.9;
Event(1).param.TstopEvent = Event(1).param.TstartEvent+Time.param.dtTS;
Event(1).param.BusIdx = 14;
Event(2).param.TstartEvent = 35;
Event(2).param.Type = 2;
% Load step.
Event(2).param.Step = 1;
Event(2).param.TstopEvent = Event(2).param.TstartEvent+Time.param.dtTS;
Event(2).param.BusIdx = 14;
%% Model Swapping Parameters.
% Transient stability modeling will be used from 0 to AMF.HoldTime,
% unless an Event starts.
AMF.param.HoldTime = 1000;
% Th generator that will be considerred the reference in which to measure
% the error of speed.
AMF.param.RefGen = 1;
% Relative speed limit. WrLim = -1 will not allow simulation to switch to
% LTD models.
AMF.param.WrLim = -1;
% Terminal Voltage limit.
AMF.param.VtLim = 1.5e-5;
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% The number of seconds before an Event occurs in which the code will
% initialize the TS vairables.
AMF.param.TSInitTime = 5;
%% Ramp Parameters.
% Ramp will occur when
% Ramp.param.Tstart < Time.SimTime(ii) <= Ramp.param.Tstop.
Ramp = [];

% No ramp will be simulated.
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Appendix I
Appendix I includes data necessary to simulate the contingency described in Case Study
4.6.2 using only TSA models.
%% Network and Model Parameters.
[Bus,Branch,Gen,Gov,Exc] = fun4Gen14Bus3Load();
%% Time Parameters.
Time.param.Tstart = 0;
Time.param.Tstop = 50;
Time.param.dtTS = 1/600;
Time.param.dtLTD = 1;
Time.SimTime = 0;
%% Event Parameters.
Event(1).param.TstartEvent = 5;
Event(1).param.Type = 2;
% Load step.
Event(1).param.Step = 1;
% Load step of 100% i.e. no change.
Event(1).param.TstopEvent = Event(1).param.TstartEvent+Time.param.dtTS;
Event(1).param.BusIdx = 14;
%% Model Swapping Parameters.
% Transient stability modeling will be used from 0 to AMF.HoldTime,
% unless an Event starts.
AMF.param.HoldTime = 1000;
% Th generator that will be considerred the reference in which to measure
% the error of speed.
AMF.param.RefGen = 1;
% Relative speed limit. WrLim = -1 will not allow simulation to switch to
% LTD models.
AMF.param.WrLim = -1;
% Terminal Voltage limit.
AMF.param.VtLim = 1.5e-5;
% The number of seconds before an Event occurs in which the code will
% initialize the TS vairables.
AMF.param.TSInitTime = 5;
%% Ramp Parameters.
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% Ramp will occur when
% Ramp.param.Tstart < Time.SimTime(ii) <= Ramp.param.Tstop.
Ramp.param.BusIdx = 14;
Ramp.param.Tstart = 10;
% [seconds].
Ramp.param.Tstop = 30;
% [seconds].
Ramp.param.YpuRampRate = -0.1; % [pu admittance/second].
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Appendix J
Appendix J includes data necessary to simulate the contingency described in Case Study
4.7.1. The data necessary to simulate Case Study 4.7.1 using both TSA and LTD models are
shown below.
%% Network and Model Parameters.
[Bus,Branch,Gen,Gov,Exc] = fun4Gen14Bus3Load();
%% Time Parameters.
Time.param.Tstart = 0;
Time.param.Tstop = 30;
Time.param.dtTS = 1/600;
Time.param.dtLTD = 1;
Time.SimTime = 0;
%% Event Parameters.
Event(1).param.TstartEvent = 5;
Event(1).param.Type = 2;
% Load step.
Event(1).param.Step = 1;
% Load step of 100% i.e. no change.
Event(1).param.TstopEvent = Event(1).param.TstartEvent+Time.param.dtTS;
Event(1).param.BusIdx = 14;
%% Model Swapping Parameters.
% Transient stability modeling will be used from 0 to AMF.HoldTime,
% unless an Event starts.
AMF.param.HoldTime = 1000;
% Th generator that will be considerred the reference in which to measure
% the error of speed.
AMF.param.RefGen = 1;
% Relative speed limit. WrLim = -1 will not allow simulation to switch to
% LTD models.
AMF.param.WrLim = 0.5e-5;
% Terminal Voltage limit.
AMF.param.VtLim = 1.5e-5;
% The number of seconds before an Event occurs in which the code will
% initialize the TS vairables.
AMF.param.TSInitTime = 5;
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%% Ramp Parameters.
% Ramp will occur when
% Ramp.param.Tstart < Time.SimTime(ii) <= Ramp.param.Tstop.
Ramp.param.BusIdx = 14;
Ramp.param.Tstart = 10;
% [seconds].
Ramp.param.Tstop = 11;
% [seconds].
Ramp.param.YpuRampRate = -3.956; % [pu admittance/second].

The data necessary to simulate Case Study 4.74.7.1 using only TSA models are shown
below.
%% Network and Model Parameters.
[Bus,Branch,Gen,Gov,Exc] = fun4Gen14Bus3Load();
%% Time Parameters.
Time.param.Tstart = 0;
Time.param.Tstop = 30;
Time.param.dtTS = 1/600;
Time.param.dtLTD = 1;
Time.SimTime = 0;
%% Event Parameters.
Event(1).param.TstartEvent = 5;
Event(1).param.Type = 2;
% Load step.
Event(1).param.Step = 1;
% Load step of 100% i.e. no change.
Event(1).param.TstopEvent = Event(1).param.TstartEvent+Time.param.dtTS;
Event(1).param.BusIdx = 14;
%% Model Swapping Parameters.
% Transient stability modeling will be used from 0 to AMF.HoldTime,
% unless an Event starts.
AMF.param.HoldTime = 1000;
% Th generator that will be considerred the reference in which to measure
% the error of speed.
AMF.param.RefGen = 1;
% Relative speed limit. WrLim = -1 will not allow simulation to switch to
% LTD models.
AMF.param.WrLim = -1;
% Terminal Voltage limit.
AMF.param.VtLim = 1.5e-5;
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% The number of seconds before an Event occurs in which the code will
% initialize the TS vairables.
AMF.param.TSInitTime = 5;
%% Ramp Parameters.
% Ramp will occur when
% Ramp.param.Tstart < Time.SimTime(ii) <= Ramp.param.Tstop.
Ramp.param.BusIdx = 14;
Ramp.param.Tstart = 10;
% [seconds].
Ramp.param.Tstop = 11;
% [seconds].
Ramp.param.YpuRampRate = -3.956; % [pu admittance/second].
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Appendix K
Appendix K includes data necessary to simulate the contingency described in Case Study
4.7.2. The data necessary to simulate Case Study 4.7.2 using both TSA and LTD models are
shown below.
%% Network and Model Parameters.
[Bus,Branch,Gen,Gov,Exc] = fun4Gen14Bus3Load();
%% Time Parameters.
Time.param.Tstart = 0;
Time.param.Tstop = 50;
Time.param.dtTS = 1/600;
Time.param.dtLTD = 1;
Time.SimTime = 0;
%% Event Parameters.
Event(1).param.TstartEvent = 5;
Event(1).param.Type = 2;
% Load step.
Event(1).param.Step = 1;
% Load step of 100% i.e. no change.
Event(1).param.TstopEvent = Event(1).param.TstartEvent+Time.param.dtTS;
Event(1).param.BusIdx = 14;
Event(2).param.TstartEvent = 25;
Event(2).param.Type = 2;
% Load step.
Event(2).param.Step = 0.9;
Event(2).param.TstopEvent = Event(2).param.TstartEvent+Time.param.dtTS;
Event(2).param.BusIdx = 14;
%% Model Swapping Parameters.
% Transient stability modeling will be used from 0 to AMF.HoldTime,
% unless an Event starts.
AMF.param.HoldTime = 1000;
% Th generator that will be considerred the reference in which to measure
% the error of speed.
AMF.param.RefGen = 1;
% Relative speed limit. WrLim = -1 will not allow simulation to switch to
% LTD models.
AMF.param.WrLim = 0.5e-5;
% Terminal Voltage limit.
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AMF.param.VtLim = 1.5e-5;
% The number of seconds before an Event occurs in which the code will
% initialize the TS vairables.
AMF.param.TSInitTime = 5;
%% Ramp Parameters.
% Ramp will occur when
% Ramp.param.Tstart < Time.SimTime(ii) <= Ramp.param.Tstop.
Ramp.param.BusIdx = 14;
Ramp.param.Tstart = 10;
% [seconds].
Ramp.param.Tstop = 30;
% [seconds].
Ramp.param.YpuRampRate = -0.1; % [pu admittance/second].

The data necessary to simulate Case Study 4.74.7.2 using only TSA models are shown
below.
%% Network and Model Parameters.
[Bus,Branch,Gen,Gov,Exc] = fun4Gen14Bus3Load();
%% Time Parameters.
Time.param.Tstart = 0;
Time.param.Tstop = 30;
Time.param.dtTS = 1/600;
Time.param.dtLTD = 1;
Time.SimTime = 0;
%% Event Parameters.
Event(1).param.TstartEvent = 5;
Event(1).param.Type = 2;
% Load step.
Event(1).param.Step = 1;
% Load step of 100% i.e. no change.
Event(1).param.TstopEvent = Event(1).param.TstartEvent+Time.param.dtTS;
Event(1).param.BusIdx = 14;
Event(2).param.TstartEvent = 25;
Event(2).param.Type = 2;
% Load step.
Event(2).param.Step = 0.9;
Event(2).param.TstopEvent = Event(2).param.TstartEvent+Time.param.dtTS;
Event(2).param.BusIdx = 14;
%% Model Swapping Parameters.
% Transient stability modeling will be used from 0 to AMF.HoldTime,
% unless an Event starts.
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AMF.param.HoldTime = 1000;
% Th generator that will be considerred the reference in which to measure
% the error of speed.
AMF.param.RefGen = 1;
% Relative speed limit. WrLim = -1 will not allow simulation to switch to
% LTD models.
AMF.param.WrLim = -1;
% Terminal Voltage limit.
AMF.param.VtLim = 1.5e-5;
% The number of seconds before an Event occurs in which the code will
% initialize the TS vairables.
AMF.param.TSInitTime = 5;
%% Ramp Parameters.
% Ramp will occur when
% Ramp.param.Tstart < Time.SimTime(ii) <= Ramp.param.Tstop.
Ramp.param.BusIdx = 14;
Ramp.param.Tstart = 10;
% [seconds].
Ramp.param.Tstop = 30;
% [seconds].
Ramp.param.YpuRampRate = -0.1; % [pu admittance/second].
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Appendix L
Appendix L includes data necessary to simulate the contingency described in
Case Study 4.8. The data necessary to simulate Case Study 4.8 using both TSA and LTD models
are shown below.
%% Network and Model Parameters.
[Bus,Branch,Gen,Gov,Exc] = fun4Gen14Bus3Load();
%% Time Parameters.
Time.param.Tstart = 0;
Time.param.Tstop = 80;
Time.param.dtTS = 1/600;
Time.param.dtLTD = 1;
Time.SimTime = 0;
%% Event Parameters.
Event(1).param.TstartEvent = 5;
Event(1).param.Type = 2;
% Load step.
Event(1).param.Step = 0.9;
Event(1).param.TstopEvent = Event(1).param.TstartEvent+Time.param.dtTS;
Event(1).param.BusIdx = 14;
Event(2).param.TstartEvent = 55;
Event(2).param.Type = 2;
% Load step.
Event(2).param.Step = 1.35;
Event(2).param.TstopEvent = Event(2).param.TstartEvent+Time.param.dtTS
Event(2).param.BusIdx = 14;
%% Model Swapping Parameters.
% Transient stability modeling will be used from 0 to AMF.HoldTime,
% unless an Event starts.
AMF.param.HoldTime = 1000;
% Th generator that will be considerred the reference in which to measure
% the error of speed.
AMF.param.RefGen = 1;
% Relative speed limit. WrLim = -1 will not allow simulation to switch to
% LTD models.
AMF.param.WrLim = 0.5e-5;
% Terminal Voltage limit.
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AMF.param.VtLim = 1.5e-5;
% The number of seconds before an Event occurs in which the code will
% initialize the TS vairables.
AMF.param.TSInitTime = 5;
%% Ramp Parameters.
% Ramp will occur when
% Ramp.param.Tstart < Time.SimTime(ii) <= Ramp.param.Tstop.
Ramp.param.BusIdx = 14;
Ramp.param.Tstart = 30;
% [seconds].
Ramp.param.Tstop = 40;
% [seconds].
Ramp.param.YpuRampRate = -0.1; % [pu admittance/second].

The data necessary to simulate Case Study 4.74.8 using only TSA models are shown
below.
%% Network and Model Parameters.
[Bus,Branch,Gen,Gov,Exc] = fun4Gen14Bus3Load();
%% Time Parameters.
Time.param.Tstart = 0;
Time.param.Tstop = 80;
Time.param.dtTS = 1/600;
Time.param.dtLTD = 1;
Time.SimTime = 0;
%% Event Parameters.
Event(1).param.TstartEvent = 5;
Event(1).param.Type = 2;
% Load step.
Event(1).param.Step = 0.9;
Event(1).param.TstopEvent = Event(1).param.TstartEvent+Time.param.dtTS;
Event(1).param.BusIdx = 14;
Event(2).param.TstartEvent = 55;
Event(2).param.Type = 2;
% Load step.
Event(2).param.Step = 1.35;
Event(2).param.TstopEvent = Event(2).param.TstartEvent+Time.param.dtTS;
Event(2).param.BusIdx = 14;
%% Model Swapping Parameters.
% Transient stability modeling will be used from 0 to AMF.HoldTime,
% unless an Event starts.
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AMF.param.HoldTime = 1000;
% Th generator that will be considerred the reference in which to measure
% the error of speed.
AMF.param.RefGen = 1;
% Relative speed limit. WrLim = -1 will not allow simulation to switch to
% LTD models.
AMF.param.WrLim = -1;
% Terminal Voltage limit.
AMF.param.VtLim = 1.5e-5;
% The number of seconds before an Event occurs in which the code will
% initialize the TS vairables.
AMF.param.TSInitTime = 5;
%% Ramp Parameters.
% Ramp will occur when
% Ramp.param.Tstart < Time.SimTime(ii) <= Ramp.param.Tstop.
Ramp.param.BusIdx = 14;
Ramp.param.Tstart = 30;
% [seconds].
Ramp.param.Tstop = 40;
% [seconds].
Ramp.param.YpuRampRate = -0.1; % [pu admittance/second].

